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Stochastic bi-resonance without external signal in the CO 1O2 catalytic
oxidation reaction system
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The noisy dynamic behavior of a surface catalytic reaction model to describe the oxidation of carbon
monoxide is investigated when the control parameter is perturbed by external noise near a
supercritical Hopf bifurcation point. Noise induced coherent oscillation~NICO! is observed and the
NICO strength goes through two maxima with the increment of the noise intensityD from zero,
characteristic of the occurrence of stochastic multiresonance without external signal. The frequency
of the NICO also increases with the increment ofD. © 1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of stochastic resonance~SR! has gained eve
growing attention in recent years.1 This phenomenon show
the rather counterintuitive effect of noise, i.e., it can enha
the detectability of a weak input signal into a nonlinear s
tem. Since it was originally proposed to account for the
riodic oscillation of the Earth’s ice ages,2 SR has found
its application in many scientific fields and its conce
has been widely extended. The original SR model includ
a symmetry bistable system, a weak periodic input sig
and additive external noise.3 But now, the nonlinear system
can be monostable,4 excitable,5 threshold-free,6 or
spatial-extended,7 etc.; the input signal can be aperiodic a
even chaotic;8 and the noise can be colored, multiplicativ
or even substituted by the intrinsic randomness of a de
ministic chaotic system.9 Very recently, Hu Ganget al.10 re-
ported the first example of SR in which the external signa
replaced by an internal signal of the system: the determin
oscillation. When the control parameter is located near
bifurcation point between a stable node and a stable l
cycle, where the deterministic oscillation is absent, noise
duced coherent oscillation~NICO! is observed and the NICO
strength goes through a maximum with the increment
noise intensity from zero, showing the characteristic of s
chastic resonance, which might here be named by inte
signal stochastic resonance~ISSR!.

It’s known that most of the chemical reaction proces
carry out far from equilibrium and they often exhibit abu
dant nonlinear behavior such as multistability, chemical
cillation, chemical chaos, etc.11 One, therefore, expects tha
SR should be common in chemical systems. However,
first report considering SR in chemical reaction systems o
came out very recently, where Schneider’s group12 studied
SR experimentally in homogeneous reaction systems inc
ing the BZ reaction, peroxidase-oxidase reaction, a

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Also at: Nat
Laboratory of Computational and Theoretical Chemistry, Changchun, J
130023, P. R. China.
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minimal-bromate reaction. After that, our group has p
formed numerical studies on SR behavior in surface catal
reaction systems13 including the catalytic oxidation of carbo
monoxide (CO1O2) and the catalytic reduction of nitroge
monoxide with carbon monoxide (NO1CO). We found that
SR could appear near narrow bistable states or near dis
tinuous Hopf bifurcations. Furthermore, if the control para
eter is located near the supercritical Hopf bifurcation point
the absence of the deterministic oscillation, NICO a
henceforth ISSR behavior were also observed in
NO1CO reduction system.14

In various nonlinear chemical reaction systems, che
cal oscillation is very general, which can result from vario
types of bifurcation. So one may ask how does the bifur
tion character influence ISSR behavior? One expects th
deep study into this subject may open further perspectiv
the study of SR and it can also help in understanding
noisy dynamics of a complex chemical reaction system.
the present work, we have numerically studied NICO a
ISSR behavior in the CO1O2 system near a supercritica
Hopf bifurcation point. What interests us most is that tw
maxima appear in the ISSR curve.

II. THE REACTION MODEL

The catalytic oxidation of carbon monoxide has attrac
considerable attention for more than two decades, due
only to its great application, but also to its theoretical sign
cance. Much interesting spatio-temporal self-organizat
behavior has been observed including bistability, oscillati
chaos, spiral waves, soliton waves, turbulence, etc. For m
details in these studies, one should turn to the excellent w
by Ertl’s group.15–20

The catalytic oxidation of CO on the single crystal su
face of platinum follows the Langmuir–Hinshelwood~LH!
mechanism:

CO~g!1* ⇔
k2

ku

CO~a!,
al
,

2 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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O2~g!1*→
kv

2O~a!,

CO~a!1O~a!→
k3

CO2↑12* ,

where * and ~a! denote a free adsorption site and
adsorbed species, respectively. Following the work
Krischer, Eiswirth, and Ertl,15,16 the rate equations for th
adsorbate coverages read:

]u

]t
5kupusuF12S u

us
D 3G2k2u2k3uv,

]v
]t

5kvpvsvF12
u

us
2

v
vs

G2

2k3uv,

]w

]t
5H 2k5w; u<u1

k5~( i 50
3 r iu

i2w!; u1,u,u2

k5~12w!; u>u2

.

Here, the variablesu, v, andw stand for the coverages o
CO(a), O(a), and the fraction of 131 phase on the surface
respectively;ku and kv denote their adsorption coefficient
andk2 the desorption coefficient of CO(a), k3 the reaction
rate,k5 the transition coefficient. If the coverage of CO(a)
or O(a) exceeds the saturation valuesus or vs , further ad-
sorption would be hindered.su andsv are the sticking coef-
ficients withsu51 andsv50.6w10.4(12w). pu andpv are
the partial pressures in the gas phase. The exact values o
parameters are not provided here; one can turn to Refs
16.

By linear stability analysis of the above rate equatio
one can easily obtain the nonlinear behavior of the mo
ChoosingT5542 K andpv51.331024 mbar and takingpu

as the control parameter, there exists a supercritical H
bifurcation point atpu.38.845(60.005)31026 mbar, and
the oscillation region ends by a discontinuous Hopf bifur
tion at pu.39.5631026 mbar. In Fig. 1, we plotted the bi
furcation diagram in these parameter region, where the d
lines denote the amplitude of the deterministic oscillatio
From Fig. 1, one can see that with the increment ofpu , the
amplitude of the oscillation increases very rapidly in the b
ginning and suddenly saturates to a nearly constant va

FIG. 1. The amplitude~dash lines! and frequency~solid line! of the deter-
ministic oscillation in the CO1O2 system for T5539 K and pv51.3
31024 mbar.
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Accordingly the variation of the oscillation frequencyv is
also shown in Fig. 1:v first decreases very rapidly and su
denly ends at a constant value. Notice that this interes
transition character considerably influences the obser
noisy dynamic behavior as decribed in detail in the n
section.

III. RESULTS

To study the NICO and ISSR behavior, we prope
choose the control parameterpu such that it’s quite close to
the supercritical Hopf bifurcation point, while the determi
istic oscillation is absent, and perturbed it by noise as:pu

5pu
0(112DG(t)), hereD is the noise intensity, andG(t)

Gaussian white noise with zero mean and unit variance,
^G(t)&50 and^G(t)G(t8)&5d(t2t8).

In the present work, we choosepu
0538.8331026 mbar.

For D50, the power spectrum of the output time seriesu(t)
shows no peak but an even background. However, e
whenD is as small as 131024, an obvious sharp peak ap
pears, indicating the occurrence of NICO. The frequency
NICO ~0.4065! nearly equals to that of the deterministic o
cillation at pu538.8531026 mbar ~0.4041!. When D in-
creases, this peak becomes higher and wider, and it’s o
ously shifted to lower frequency. This peak is annihilat
into the noise background whenD.0.005. However, for fur-
ther increasingD, one observes that the amplitude of th
noise induced oscillation sharply increases and another o
ous peak emerges in the power spectrum with a even lo
frequency. This peak also becomes higher and wider iD
further increases, but now the frequency remains nearly
changing (v.0.1560.02), which approximately equals t
that of the large-amplitude deterministic oscillation (v
.0.14560.01). Of course, a very large noise level wou
also annihilate this NICO.

In Fig. 2, we have plotted three typical power spectru
for noise intensityD51024, 1.331023 and 0.03, respec
tively. In Fig. 3, the NICO strength is plotted against th
noise intensity, where the NICO strength is measured by
height of the peakh ~notice that a more appropriate measu
of the signal-to-noise ratio of the NICO might beh/Dv;
hereDv is the width of the peak at the heighth/2, but in the

FIG. 2. The power spectrum of the noise induced coherent oscillation
D5431024, 1.3531023 and 0.03, respectively. Notice each curve is o
tained by averaging over 50 independent runs.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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present work we only consider the quantitative behavior
h is also acceptable!. One sees that stochastic bi-resonan
occurs. Another interesting phenomena can be seen f
Fig. 2 for D51.331023: a double-frequency componen
~DFC! is also present. A detail study shows that DFC on
exhibits in a narrow range ofD from ;1.031023 to ;1.5
31023, and its strength attains the maximum at nearly
sameD level as the first resonance. In the second resona
range, however, the DFC behavior is not observed.

The occurrence of NICO is not so surprising. Noi
draws the control parameter into the oscillation region n
and then, such that the deterministic oscillation is occas
ally random modulated, resulting in a Gaussian-expan
peak in the output power spectrum. However, the occurre
of ISSR is not so straightforward. It might be due to that
increment of noise intensity~in the small range! could en-
hance the chance for the system to enter the oscillation
gion and that the strength of the deterministic oscillation a
increases with the increment ofpu . One expects that a
proper theoretical model would help understanding this
havior.

The stochastic bi-resonance behavior observed in
present work is rather interesting. Intuitively, one may dr
the conclusion that it’s due to the specific transition chara
of the deterministic oscillation as depicted in Fig. 1, for t
frequency of the NICO clearly reflects that transition char
ter. This bi-resonance behavior implies some frequen
selection effect: Different noise intensity prefers to supp
signal with different frequency. A deep investigation in
this behavior may open further perspectives in the fut
work.

FIG. 3. Stochastic bi-resonance observed in the CO1O2 system.
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